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From the Head
The weeks have raced by and we
have had a really positive first half of
term. Thank you to all parents who
have been so supportive of our safety
guidance this term: this will continue
in the same way after half term. The
pupils have settled well into life back
at school; they have enjoyed forming
new friendships and are happy to be
here, and the staff team have worked
exceptionally hard and provided
wonderful opportunities for the
children over the last six weeks.
This term, our Year 8s have had
the opportunity to demonstrate
their leadership qualities, skills
and responsibility. Congratulations
to those who have been appointed
to positions of responsibility this
year. We have all been impressed
by the behaviour, maturity and
self‑confidence that the children
have shown. As has happened in
previous years, there will be further
opportunities to be recognised as
the year unfolds, and we are always
on the lookout for new ways to
reward and celebrate those who are
trying their best.
This week, we enjoyed listening
to the colourful Pre‑Prep Harvest
service, led by Rev’d Collins, and to
the songs from the Pre‑Prep pupils.
Despite the threats of rain and the
ominous grey clouds overhead, we
were delighted that the sun finally
came out on Wednesday to allow us
to run our house cross‑country event.
I was impressed by the resilience
of all our runners and how they
showed such good support for each
other. It was the first time that the
whole school community has been
able to come together since March
(albeit in year group bubbles), and it
brought smiles to everyone’s faces.
We look forward to the time when it
will be possible for parents to, once
again, join us at these events.
I hope that you have a good break
over the half term. Keep healthy and
safe, especially if travelling to other
parts of the country.
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Bravo to the Macaws, who won
the competition overall this year.
The final placements were:

Medals were awarded to the first
three boys and first three girls
over the finish line in their year
group race. Congratulations to
all of our medallists and a huge
well done to everyone who raced
for giving their best.

1) Macaws
2) Kakas
3) Keas
4) Cockas
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Calendar
Saturday 31 October
Sunday 1 November

18:00

Boarders return and supper

Monday 2 November

08:15

Day pupils return

13:45

Hockey: U9 House Matches (Round 2)

Tuesday 3 November

17:00

Year 6 Online Parent Consultations, Session 1

Wednesday 4 November

15:30

Year 6 Online Parent Consultations, Session 2

Thursday 5 November
Friday 6 November

Junior House
Stars of the Week
3AW: Benny
3L: Arthur
4M: Louis
4W: Aiza

OJKS gain honorary King’s Scholarships
This week, we were very proud to hear that seven former Junior
King’s pupils have been made King’s Scholars at the senior school
and awarded honorary academic scholarships in recognition of their
excellent GCSE results. Congratulations to Elias Boehmer, Jake Evans,
Isabel Farooq‑Garces, Vladimir Kozlov, Theo Mills, Sam Piggins and Issy
Sugden. King’s Scholars are part of the Cathedral Foundation established
by King Henry VIII at the re‑founding of the school in 1541. Traditionally,
the Scholars attend school cathedral services in white surplices and enjoy
small privileges within the school and the Cathedral.

Year 3 had a virtual “visit” from a
dentist on Wednesday. Everyone
got a lovely goody bag at the end,
which went down a treat!
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Positions of responsibility

Heads of School
Pani and Theo

School Prefects

Senior Boarding Team

Charlie B

Deputy Heads of School
Zara and Erik

Wendy and Onize (Juckes)

Archie

Rahman, Thomas H and

Olivia

Adrian (Kipling)

Jasper J

Heads of Choir

Molly

Alex and Emily Y

Georgia

Head of Orchestra

Deputy Heads of Boarding

Sabrina

Chiara (Juckes)

Heads of Ensembles

Leo (Kipling)

Xiao Xiao and Samuel C

Heads of Boarding
Ruby (Juckes)
Youmans (Kipling)
Heads of Houses
Flavia and William (Cockas)
Hermione and Jasper S (Kakas)
Sage and Joseph (Keas)
Emily P and Rahman (Macaws)

Notices
We are all looking forward to returning on 2 November in winter uniform, as outlined in recent
correspondence. Children should ensure that they wear a school winter coat and that all items of uniform
and kit are named.
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Hockey news: pupils past and present
Four former Junior King’s pupils will be taking part in national hockey trials
over the half term break. Rebecca Hutchings, Harriet Brealy, Esme De Haan
(OJKS, 2018) and Iona Boyd (OJKS, 2016) – pictured here during their time
at Junior King’s and now at the senior school – will be attending the England
Hockey U16 and U18 Trials in the second week of half term. We wish each
of them the very best of luck.

Congratulations to Lottie (Year 7)
and Archie (Year 8), who have been
attending the Kent Development
Centre Hockey Training programme
this term.

Pre‑Prep Harvest Festival

New poetry by Michael Morpurgo (OKS)
Old boy of The King’s School and 2019’s Junior King’s Speech
Day speaker, the author Sir Michael Morpurgo is set to release
an album of poetry and music with actress Olivia Colman and
members of the Kanneh‑Mason family. Sir Michael is writing
a series of poems that will accompany music from Saint‑Saëns’
‘Carnival of the Animals’ for a special album, titled Carnival, due
in November. Something wonderful to look forward to.
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Meet the staff: Mrs De Wilde‑Gray, Head of MFL
Bonjour, I am Mrs De Wilde‑Gray and I started teaching at Junior King’s
last September. I teach French, Spanish and Latin to Years 4‑8. I am also
a form tutor, so every morning and afternoon you will find me in A2. At
the moment, teachers are running around school to different classrooms
to keep pupils in their bubbles so I am teaching everywhere. In my
spare time, I love cycling and yoga. I also love knitting and sewing.

How would you describe the MFL
Department?

xc hange

My favourite thing about life at
Junior King’s is the variety of
lessons, especially in music and
languages. I am amazed at the
number of music lessons that
happen each week, the talented
music teachers and the breadth
of instruments that pupils can
learn. Equally, pupils can learn
three languages with us. In
normal times, we would also
have introduction to Russian,
Greek and maybe some other new
languages.
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The MFL Department is full of very
fun, diverse teachers. Everyone has
interesting stories about learning or
teaching languages. In languages,
our aim is to make the lessons
engaging and to make sure that
everyone can speak a little each
lesson. We are so fortunate to be
able to learn French from Nursery
all the way to Year 8, as well as
Spanish from Year 5 and Latin from
Year 6. We also have two amazing
Teaching Assistants who are
natives in French and Spanish.
They do a fantastic work with
our bilingual pupils.

MFL at Junior King’s

What are you looking forward
to this academic year in the MFL
Department?
I am very excited to start working
with new materials in French.
We are switching to the Dynamo
course, which will give pupils
access to more resources online
through pearsonactivelearn.com.
They will be able to do their prep
and use the textbooks directly for
their own reference. These new
textbooks have plenty of up‑to‑date
cultural content as well.
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Happy Birthday!
We wish a very happy birthday to the following
pupils and staff who have their birthdays during
half term.
17 October
Michael S

25 October
Lili S

18 October
Ennio M

26 October
Lydia D

19 October
Matthew B

28 October
Mr Shingleton

20 October
Finn C

29 October
Dylan P

Daria P

Araminta A

James T

31 October
Bayo A

21 October
Flavia P
Vladimir B
23 October
Alex G

It was a pleasure to be able to hand your generous
donations over to Food Bank Canterbury this week,
following our Harvest Festival appeal.

1 November
Amelia H
Mr Stonier

Ivan’s art exhibited
Ivan (Year 8) has had
his artwork chosen for
display in the Pilgrims
Hospices Bookshop,
Canterbury Books, as
part of the Canterbury
Festival Arts Trail,
which runs over half
term. Earlier this year,
Mrs Sylvester entered
pupil artwork in a
competition run by
Pilgrims
Hospices
for local school children to create works of art that
expressed their individuality. Ivan’s portrait is being
displayed as part of a selection of work taken from
the exhibition, which was due to be displayed at The
Beaney in May 2020 and is now rescheduled for March
2021. Congratulations, Ivan!
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Middle School had their morning assembly “live”
in the dining room with Rev’d Collins on Thursday.
We learned about the diversity of God’s creation and
celebrated the fact that we are all different. It was
wonderful to have some live music, with Oliver (Year 5)
playing beautifully for us on his cello.
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This week, the Year 2 pirates discovered a box of treasure uncovered
by the storm! “Yo ho ho me hearties, we’ve found treasure!” they
cried out with excitement.
Together we examined the treasure and thought of many interesting
adjectives to describe each item. We also learnt about alliteration
and similes before we wrote our own descriptive treasure poems.
Here is Charlie S’s super, descriptive treasure poem.
When I dived for treasure I found…
Doubloons so golden like the sun
Shiny, silver, powerful and pointy daggers
Special, sparkly, shiny and silver rings
Pure, pretty and precious stones
Diamonds as shiny as the sun
Tiaras twinkling like the stars
A cutlass sharp like a shark’s tooth
Rings as precious as the crown jewels.

This week, Nursery have been investigating shape and
colour through pumpkins. During Carpet Time, we
looked at a huge pumpkin and compared its size with
an apple. We looked at the inside of the pumpkin and
explored the pulp and the seeds. It was wet and slimy.
We didn’t really like it! Mrs Nugent carved shapes into
the pumpkin: circles for eyes, triangle for a nose and a
rectangle for the mouth. We looked at the shapes and
discovered what makes them all different. Mrs Nugent
then put lights inside. We sang our song, Mr Pumpkin
Head, as we watched the flickering lights inside.
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Everyone knows the story of We’re Going
on a Bear Hunt, but have you ever heard of
the story, We’re Going on a Pumpkin Hunt?
After reading the story, Reception went
on their very own pumpkin hunt around
the Pre‑Prep grounds. The children
braved the wet conditions in their coats
and wellies to cross the wishy‑washy
river and explore the dark and spooky
forest until they found... a pumpkin!
A big, round, orange pumpkin! The
children have spent the rest of the week
investigating pumpkins. Did you know
that a pumpkin will float in water?

Year 1 have been enjoying Forest School with Mrs
Larder. She has taught them to play a new game called
“prey and predator”. The children had to think about
which woodland animals eat other animals and how
they have adapted their senses to catch their prey. There
was lots of teamwork, listening and concentration.
Perhaps they can teach you how to play the game too!

Pre‑Prep notices
We wish all of our Pre‑Prep families a wonderful half term and look forward to seeing you all again on
Monday 2 November in school uniform. You will have plenty of time over the break to sew in all those
name labels!
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A fun-packed Sunday afternoon: pumpkins,
balloons, doughnuts and outdoor games!

10th - 11th October
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